
Data Collection 
and Graphing
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This training program is based on the  
Registered Behavior Technician Task List 
and is designed to meet the 40-hour 
training requirement for the RBT 
Credential.  The program is offered 
independent of the BACB.



Training Objectives

u Prepare for Data Collection

u Continuous Data Collection
u Discontinuous Data Collection

u Permanent Product

u Enter Data and Update Graphs

I will try to make this fun!!!
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Why is data collection important?
Data collection is an essential component of 

ABA because it:
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•Shows the level of progress within steps and 
across programs

•Guides objective decision making
•Is the child making consistent progress?
•Is the current step a realistic goal, or should you target 
an intermediate step?
•Is our teaching effective?
•When is the target mastered?



Types of Data We’ll Use
Continuous Measurement Procedures:
uFrequency data

uTracks how many times behavior occurs

uDuration data
uTracks how long behavior occurs per 

episode
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Frequency Data 
u Used to record each occurrence of a target 

behavior, i.e. self-injurious behaviors, manding
(requesting), etc.

u Circle +/-, make a tally, etc.
u Add +’s and divide by total number of trials to 

determine a percentage of accuracy
u Graph percentage of accuracy, number of 

occurrences, or rate
u Rate = Occurrences/Time (for example, hitting occurs 10 

times per hour)
u Most likely to be used for mands or interfering 

behaviors
u Supervisors will instruct you if you should record frequency data on 

an interfering behavior
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Duration Data

• Duration data is taken on an as-needed basis, usually as 
part of a behavior plan or a behavior program

• A stop-watch is utilized to measure the amount of time a 
child is engaging a behavior (i.e., episode of behavior)

• The operational definition of the target behavior will also 
include the definition of a behavioral episode
• Example: “An episode begins immediately upon the presence of 

target behavior and ends after 5 seconds of the absence of target 
behavior has elapsed.”

• Example: “An episode begins 3 seconds after the presence of target 
behavior and ends after 3 seconds of the absence of target behavior 
has elapsed.”
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Let’s Practice!
u https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_

l7RiQXiugk
u Property Destruction: Any instance in 

which Sophia causes intentional damage 
to an inanimate object including but not 
limited to knocking things over, 
kicking/throwing things, and 
inappropriately disposing of objects.  Not 
included in this definition are instance in 
which Sophia accidentally causes 
damage to objects (e.g., accidentally 
bumping into an object causing it to 
knock over).
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Other Types of Data 
We’ll Use
Discontinuous Measurement Procedures:
u Interval Data

uAn observation period is broken down into 
smaller time periods
uWhole

uPartial

uMomentary Time Sampling
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Whole Interval Data 
Collection

u An interval is counted if the behavior occurs during the whole 
interval

u For the first 10 seconds, the person is flapping their hands

u The person flaps their hands for the next ten seconds

u The person flaps their hands for five seconds and stops for five 
seconds.

u The person flaps their hands for 15 seconds and stops.

0 – 10 
sec.

11-20 sec 21-30 sec 31-40 sec 41-50 sec 51-60 sec
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Whole Interval Data 
Collection

0 – 10 
sec.

11-20 
sec

21-30 
sec

31-40 
sec

41-50 
sec

51-60 
sec

• 3 intervals are scored and 3 intervals are unscored; there are 6 total 
intervals

(Scored/Total) X 100 = Percentage of intervals

(3/6) X 100 = 50%

• Based on this data, the behavior occurred for 50% of the intervals

HOWEVER
The behavior occurred during intervals 3 and 5, but they didn’t occur for the 
whole time…
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Considerations

u Whole Interval recording can 
underestimate the behavior…behavior 
will likely be missed in the data

u Behavior may occur during the interval, 
but if it doesn’t occur during the whole 
time, it is not counted.

u An observer has to be observing all of the 
time.

u Whole interval recording is usually used 
with high-frequency behaviors that are 
not discrete (e.g., humming, rocking)
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Partial Interval Data 
Collection

u Observation time is broken into smaller 
time intervals

u If the behavior occurs at any point 
during that interval, it is scored.

u Behavior does NOT have to occur for the 
duration of the interval 

u Partial interval recording is not 
concerned with duration of behavior or 
number of occurrences
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Let’s revisit…

u For the first 10 seconds, the person is flapping their hands

u The person flaps their hands for the next ten seconds

u The person flaps their hands for five seconds and stops for five seconds.

u The person flaps their hands for 15 seconds and stops.

u 5 intervals are scored and 1 interval is unscored; there are 6total intervals

(Scored/Total) X 100 = Percentage of intervals

(5/6) X 100 = 83%

u Based on this data, the behavior occurred for 83% of the intervals

HOWEVER

u The behavior may have occurred during intervals 3 and 5, but they 
didn’t occur for the whole time…

0 – 10 
sec.

11-20 
sec

21-30 
sec

31-40 
sec

41-50 
sec

51-60 
sec
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Considerations
u Partial Interval recording overestimates 

behavior, because whole intervals are 
counted even if the behavior occurred 
very briefly

u Can make a behavior look much “worse” 
than it is.

u However, an observer doesn’t have to 
observe the whole time
u Once a behavior occurs, you don’t have to 

continue to observe for that interval
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Momentary Time Sampling
u Records whether the target behavior is occurring at 

the moment the interval ends.
u Reported as percentages of the total intervals in 

which the behavior occurred. 
u Used primarily to measure easily identifiable activity 

behaviors such as on task behavior. 
Advantages:

u Observer does not have to attend to the 
measurement continuously. 

Disadvantage:

u Much of the behavior of interest is missed or 
unaccounted for. 
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Momentary Time Sampling 
for Groups

Planned Activity Check (AKA PLACHECK)
u For Groups

u A teacher observes a group of students at 
the end of each interval and counts the 
number of students engaged in the 
targeted activity and records the tally with 
the total number of students in the group. 
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Permanent Product 
Recording

u Measuring behavior after it has occurred 
by measuring the effects on the 
environment.

Example: Marking your quiz, making 
pudding, folding shirts.
Advantages: 

u RBT is free to do other tasks

u Measurement may be more accurate 
and complete
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Let’s Practice!!

u https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=j97nBpEgtSY
u Screaming: Any instance in which 

Chloe makes loud vocalizations above 
standard conversation level in a way 
that is not appropriate for the context 
(e.g., whining is inappropriate, but 
yelling while playing outside would be 
considered appropriate). 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j97nBpEgtSY


Example 2

u https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=-JJLv-
eT528&list=PLtQXgKYtV8Ytsxx-
xZSxxxIiMtwG6QWGG&index=4
u Hand Flapping: Any instance in which 

the baby raises arms above shoulders 
and moves wrists in a nonfunctional 
manner (e.g., the motion does not 
serve a purpose)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-JJLv-eT528&list=PLtQXgKYtV8Ytsxx-xZSxxxIiMtwG6QWGG&index=4


ABC Data (Review)

u Think back to the Behavior presentation.
u When and why do we take ABC data?
u How?
u Remember…

u Antecedent (A): What happened before the 
behavior

u Behavior (B): What the behavior looks like (use 
objective and measureable language!)

u Consequence (C): What happened after the 
behavior
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Examples
Antecedent Behavior Consequence

Sally was in class She yelled “I am not 
doing work” and staff 
said “Yes you are” and 
she had a tantrum

Sally was upset

Antecedent Behavior Consequence

Sally was in math class 
and her RBT (SW) put a 
worksheet on Sally’s 
desk

Sally worked for three 
minutes and then 
yelled “I am not doing 
work” 

SW said “Yes you are”

SW said “Yes you are Sally threw her pencil, 
screamed three times, 
and ripped up her 
paper

SW said “If you are 
upset, you can take 
five deep breaths or 
ask for a break.”
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Example 2

Antecedent Behavior Consequence

Johnny was 
hungry

Johnny wanted his 
lunch

Johnny ran out of 
class to grab his 
lunch box

Antecedent Behavior Consequence

Johnny was in class, 
no activity going on

Johnny ran out of the 
room towards the 
cubbies

Staff stepped in front 
of the cubbies and 
redirected Johnny 
back to class

Staff asked, “Why did 
you leave class?”

Johnny said, 
“Lunchbox”

Staff said “First work, 
then lunch.”
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Trial-by-Trial Data
u Trial-by-trial data is mainly used for instructional 

programming (unless you are told otherwise by a 
supervisor)

u You will record trial-by-trial data on every program 
every day

u Score plus (+) for an independent, correct response

u Score minus (-) for an independent but incorrect
response, or for no response

u Score prompt (P) for any trial that you prompted 
without giving the child an opportunity to respond 
independently (e.g., errorless teaching) 

u Each time you present the SD, you must record data
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Trial-by-Trial Data 
Example

Receptive Body ID “Touch head.”
u Child makes an error: score a (-)
u Repeat the SD and prompt the correct 

response: score a (P), reinforce child
u Run maintenance trials
u Repeat SD and prompt (errorless 

teaching): score (P)

Your data will look like this:  - P P
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Trial by Trial Data: - vs. P
u Remember that a (-) always indicates that the RBT

waited for the individual to respond, and the individual did 
not respond or responded incorrectly.  Because we 
teach using errorless instruction, the number of (-)’s 
should be limited (because we should not be allowing 
excessive errors).

u Any time you prompt an individuals response, you must 
record a (P). A (P) indicates you did not wait for the 
individual to respond, and immediately prompted.

u Ideally, we should see more (+)’s or (P)’s on your data 
sheet than (-)’s.  This is because the individual should 
either be responding accurately or, if he/she is not, we 
should be prompting/teaching the correct response, not 
allowing the individual to error.
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Trial by Trial Data: (-) vs. (P)

u Any time a (-) is recorded on your data sheet, it must always be 
followed by a (P).

u This is because we will always prompt the correct response if an 
individual does not respond or responds incorrectly.

u A (+) on your data sheet should never be followed by a (P).  It 
should only be followed by another (+) or by a (-).  If the 
individual demonstrated the skill independently to score a (+), 
then we should not be immediately prompting anymore.

u This ensures that we are increasing the individuals 
independence, and reduces the risk of a child becoming 
prompt dependent. 
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Trial-by-Trial Data Sheet
u Your trial-by-trial data sheet will have several rows on 

it.  You will use one row for each program a child is 
working on.

u You will complete one trial-by-trial data sheet per 
session.

u At the end of the session:
u Assess the least intrusive prompt and write it on your data sheet

u Calculate the frequency of correct responses (i.e., total (+)’s/total trials)

u Graph the data and store the completed data sheet in the back of the 
individuals program book

u Prepare a new trial-by-trial data sheet for the following day, including least 
intrusive prompt utilized during the session you just completed.
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Setting Up Your Trial-by-Trial Data Sheet
u At the end of the session, prepare a data sheet for the following day
u The data sheet will include the following information:

u BL: indicate if program is baseline (follow baseline procedure outlined further 
along in this presentation)

u Previous L.I.P.: least intrusive prompt successfully utilized during teaching in the 
previous session (should be written the previous day)

u Target: indicate the program and current target step #

u Mastery: indicate the mastery criteria for the program

u Data: follow data collection procedure outlined in previous slides

u Percentage: calculate percentage of correct responses over total number of trials 
(this is the percentage to be graphed)

u L.I.P: indicate the least intrusive prompt successfully utilized during current session
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Setting Up Your Data Sheet… Practice!

Joey has 5 programs with the following targets: 
1. GMI (clap hands)
2. Receptive ID body part (head)
3. Receptive Instructions (“sit down”)
4. Expressive ID object (cup)
5. Parallel Play (Same toy – 5 minutes)

Take out your data sheet and write in Joey’s
programs.  
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Here’s what you should have…
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Program Books
u All of our clients programs, data, and graphs are 

kept in a data binder (also called a program book).

u Program books include basic information about the 
individual including transportation, language of the 
family, allergies, and medical alerts.

u The book is divided into various sections/skill areas 
(e.g. manding, receptive, tact, ADL)

u Near the back of the book you will find behavior 
data (e.g., behavior plan, ABC data sheets) and 
notes from observations of related services sessions.



Program Books

u The bulk of the program book includes the 
individuals programs and associated 
graphs.

u After the session, you will calculate your 
data percentages and graph them in this 
binder.

u Each program will have its own graph.
u Completed data sheets are stored in the 

back of the program binder.
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Program Books
u Programs are divided into categories of:

u Receptive (e.g., instructions, objects, body parts)

u Expressive (e.g., body parts, names of peers, intraverbal fill-
ins)

u Visual-performance (e.g., puzzles, matching)

u Imitation (e.g., gross motor, fine motor, object)

u Socialization/play (e.g., parallel play, taking turns, 
interactive games)

u ADLS (e.g., toilet-training, hand-washing, eating with spoon)

u Communication

u These categories are based on skills areas outlined in the assessment 
tool we use
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Program Sheets

u For each skill a child is learning, there will be a 
program sheet.  

u The program sheet provides detailed information 
on how to run a program and how to record 
data.

u The program sheet includes mastery criteria.
u The program sheet also tracks when a new skill 

was introduced and when it was mastered.
u It is crucial to always read your program sheets 

very carefully!
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Program List on the App
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Data Collection on the App 37
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Theralytics (App)

• All of our clients programs, data, and graphs are kept in 
Theralytics.

• Theralytics include basic information about the individual 
including transportation, language of the family, allergies, and 
medical alerts.

• Theralytics is divided into various sections/skill areas (e.g. 
manding, receptive, tact, ADL)

• It also includes behavior data (e.g., behavior plan, ABC data) 
and notes.



Theralytics (App)

• The bulk of what you will do on 
Theralytics includes run the 
individuals programs and collect 
data.

• As you record data, percentages will 
be automatically calculated and 
graphed in Theralytics. 

• Each program will have its own 
graph that will be reviewed by your 
supervisor, on the desktop version of 
Theralytics.
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40Sample Program 



41Sample Program Sheet

Goal: Object Imitation

Schedule of reinforcement: FR1 (after every response) for new and or challenging skills. 
Criterion for Mastery: 3 consecutive days of 90% accuracy or above.

Procedure:  
1.Conduct reinforcement assessment and determine which toy/edible will be used to 
motivate student, and gain his/her attention before the trial is presented. 
2.Present SD:  Do this, Copy me, Follow me, Do what I am doing. Please randomize 
instructions, do not always use the same SD, i.e. “Do this.”
3.Use errorless teaching when presenting new or persistently difficult targets, this means 
prompting the correct response immediately.
4.Fade prompts as soon as possible, i.e. DO NOT ALWAYS GIVE A VERBAL SD, SIMPLY 
PERFORM THE ACTION AND WAIT FOR STUDENT TO PERFORM THE IMITATION. 

Prompts: Use physical guidance, gestures, and/or modeling.
Maintenance: Target skills should always be randomized with previously mastered skills.
Desired Response: Student will imitate the action being modeled with objects. 
**Skill will be considered mastered when child can imitate without a verbal SD**



42Sample Program Sheet (cont’d)
Target Skill Date Initiated Date Mastered

Block in container

Drink from cup

Stir spoon in cup

Shake maraca

Crash cars

Feed doll

Answer phone

*Assess student’s ability to perform novel 
object imitations.  See program writer for 

set list. *



More points to consider:
u We “baseline” all new target skills. This consists of a few trials 

delivered without prompts, to determine whether the child can 
give the target response

u Why?  We want to maximize learning.  We do not want to teach 
skills that the child has already mastered (i.e., already knows).

u If you are base-lining a target skill:
u Probe (run first trial with no teaching) for one trial

u If child responds correctly, they need to get 3 consecutive trials 
correct for skill to already be considered mastered (i.e., that skill is 
considered “assessed” and does not need to be taught.  It is 
immediately considered within the child’s “maintenance” repertoire). 

u If child errors once, then start teaching. The first data point is 
considered 0% for baseline percentage; the second data point (i.e., 
[p] referring to error correction) is calculated in the teaching 
percentage

u When graphing, you will use 2 data points…one for baseline and one 
for teaching (we will get to this later)
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Mastery Criteria
u Some programs may specify different mastery criteria; always 

check the program sheet for mastery criteria and write it in the 
Trial-by-Trial data sheet for reference

u Most programs will follow mastery criteria of 90% correct for 3 
consecutive days in which data is taken (if 2 days of mastery 
criteria and then child is absent, can still reach mastery criteria 
if get at least 90% on the next day) 

u Ensure this occurs across 3 days and at least 2 staff and 2 
settings

u May assess more than one target skill within a program in a 
day.  However, do not assess or begin teaching a new target 
skill prior to the mastery of a current target skill within the same 
program (i.e., one target skill per program at a time).

See data collection sheet for more details...
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How to probe at the 
beginning of the session…
u When beginning a session, you will always probe the first trial 

(i.e., test if the child has skill).
u The probe sequence always begins with a few maintenance 

skills.
u Then present the SD for the targeted skill.
u Wait 5 seconds for the child to respond.
u If the child performs skill correctly, reinforce immediately.
u If the child does not respond or responds incorrectly, follow 

with error correction (i.e., reset, represent SD, and prompt 
immediately).

u Reinforce this prompted response.
u Repeat this series for all target skills listed on data sheet.
u Don’t forget to circle “+”, “-”, or “p” based on the child’s 

response to the initial probe.
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How to Read and Interpret Graphs

u The ability to interpret our data is the reason 
we use graphs

u What can the graphs tell us? 
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What can the graphs tell us?
• Is the individual making progress on the target skill?

• Is the current teaching strategy effective?

• Do I need to change my prompting method?

• Is the individual assessing out of most of the 
program targets, or learning new targets in only a 
few days?
– What might this mean?
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Interpreting Data: 
Overview

u Interpreting graphs can be confusing, 
especially if you’re not used to using them.  
But let’s sketch out the basics…

u When you read your graphs, you will be 
looking primarily at the following:
u Data points – the closed circle (teaching day) or 
x (pretest) that you graph on the line for the 
correct percentage/frequency

u Data path – the lines that connect the data 
points
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Data Paths
u These are the lines that give us the visual representations of 

the data

u We draw data paths to connect teaching data points only

u Never connect a pretest to a teaching data point

u Never connect data points that are separated by a phase 
change line
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Reading the Data Paths

u Once we have several consecutive data 
paths, we start to see a picture of the data.  
This picture is called the trend, and this is what 
we want to interpret.

u Trends in the data are described according to 
direction and stability
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Types of trends

Direction
u Ascending: the 

data are increasing

u Descending: the 
data are 
decreasing

u Flat: the data stay 
at the same level 
without changing

Stability

u Stable: the trend 
moves consistently 
in the same 
direction

u Variable: the data 
are inconsistent; the 
both increase and 
decrease
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Types of Trends

u Let’s look at some examples of the different 
types of trends, and what the data might be 
telling us to do…
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Stable Ascending
u The data are consistently increasing

u Data like these tell us to keep going—we’re doing 
something right!

u Why?
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Stable Descending
u The data are consistently decreasing

u Data like these tell us that we need to change what we’re 
doing.

u Why?
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Stable Flat 55

� The data stay consistent at the same value 

� Data like these tell us that we need to change 
what we’re doing. Why?



Variable Ascending
u The data are inconsistent but are increasing 

overall

u Data like these tell us to keep going—we’re 
doing something right!
u Why?
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Variable Descending
u The data are inconsistent but are decreasing 

overall

u Data like these tell us we need to make a 
change. Why?
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Variable Flat
u The data are inconsistent but stay at the 

same average

u Data like these tell us we need to make a change

u Why?
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Using Trends to Make Instructional 
Decisions
u In an ideal world, all of our skill acquisition graphs would 

show ascending trends, all the time.  That’s not very likely!
u If you see trends that are increasing, keep doing what 

you’re doing until the student meets mastery criterion, or 
the trend changes direction.

u If you see trends that are staying flat or descending, you’ll 
need to change what you’re doing.
u When you have more ABA experience, your RBT supervisor 

will start teaching you how to decide what to do.

u For now, when you see data like this, TALK TO YOUR 
SUPERVISOR!
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When do I have Enough 
Information to Read?

u We want to make sure that we have an appropriate 
amount of information to read before we try to 
interpret the data.  Here are some guidelines for 
when to start reading:
u 3 flat paths but prompt level less intrusive over time = Continue with 

program (0s or 1s)

u 3 descending data paths = Change program/ discuss with 
supervisor

u 3 flat paths = Discuss with supervisor

Rules are subject to variability based on individual!
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When the data aren’t 
improving…
u If the individual has been working on a particular 

target for a long time without mastery or significant 
progress, what might this indicate?  Here are some 
possible problems:
u New teaching strategy needed
u Target skill is not appropriate for the child
u Insufficient reinforcement
u Individual is not attending to therapist
u What else?

Please speak to your RBT supervisor if you have any 
questions regarding your client’s progress
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Any Questions?
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